Fairwinds Management Limited is
one of the leading firms in Malta for
corporate, legal and administration
specialists.

“Everyone at Fairwinds Management is
simply amazing” – Marius Filip
https://www.betzest.com/
www.Betzest.com is a new
sportsbook/casino brand that has
an objective to bring to market the
best online gaming products
under one brand, which truly
focuses on delivering an
exceptional player experience,
living by key values such as “At
Betzest every customer is the
KING OF THE MOMENT".

Overview
As an established professional firm, Fairwinds Management Limited
is formed by a team of highly qualified professional people stemming
out from a legal, commercial, accountancy and tax practitioners
backgrounds.
As a testimonial to its success, the company prides itself in the fact
that clients entrust it on a yearly basis with the administration of
their corporate entity. The success is the result of understanding
client’s needs, tailoring corporate structures in order to satisfy their
needs by using legal entities and good tax planning both in Malta and
abroad in a timely and efficient manner.
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More about Marius Filip

Client
Leo Media Ltd in Ħ’Attard owned by Mr. Marius Filip runs
Betzest.com and has been setup in September 2017. Fairwinds
Management Limited has assisted by providing its services not just to
set up the new company but also to trade mark its brand, Betzest, to
open bank accounts for the company and by providing advisory and
legal services on other related matters throughout the full set up of
Leo Media Ltd.

Marius Filip, the CEO/Co-Founder of
www.betzest.com, is a well-rounded
iGaming veteran with more than 10
years of experience in affiliate
marketing starting from scratch to
heading up several brands/affiliate
programs throughout the past years.
As a concept, Betzest is literally a
whole new world. The name Betzest is
synonymous with enthusiasm, passion,
a taste for sports, Live Sport and
casino; an environment where
customers can feel their pulse
accelerating as they can bet or spin
safely while enjoying their favourite
recreation.

Recently,
Marius
also
relaunched FootballBetExpert.com, a one
stop shop for all football enthusiasts
ahead of World Cup 2018 in Russia.
This site brings true value to its
visitors looking for detailed football
tips, betting predictions, live score and
other live sport event details available
in
advanced
widgets
powered
by Sportradar.

Although it is a relatively new start-up business, Mr. Filip brings
along years and years of experience in the gaming industry.
Betzest.com has already registered success and has a total of 5
people employed with it. Mr. Filip says he owes part of this success to
Fairwinds Management Limited that has always provided him with
the best advices to grow his business since a couple of years.
Although Betzest.com is not a fully functional website as yet and the
company is still in an early stages, Mr. Filip is certain that in the long
term, the services provided by Fairwinds Management Limited will
help him save money while increasing his company’s productivity.

Benefits

Mr. Filip explains that there are a number of benefits when working
with the professional team of Fairwinds Management Limited. Apart
from feeling always secure that they will protect his business and
maintain confidentiality, he mentions that some of the advantages of
using the services offered are economic as well as those related to tax
benefits that are only offered by a few jurisdictions. Moreover,
something that makes working with Fairwinds Management Limited
a more remarkable experience is that “they always give me their very
best personal advice for tax efficient corporate strucutures and
always go an extra mile to help me at any time...”

Future Plans

Since Marius Filip believes that working with Fairwinds Management
Limited is very successful, he will continue recommending the
services provided to it to hundreds of affiliates and operations
around the globe. Meanwhile, stay tuned, as Betzest.com will be
launching soon.
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